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6

Abstract7

Multimedia data security is very important for multimedia commerce on the internet and real8

time data multicast. An striking solution for encrypting data with adequate message security9

at low cost is the use of Scrambler/Descrambler. Scramblers are necessary components of10

physical layer system standards besides interleaved coding and modulation. Scramblers are11

well used in modern VLSI design especially those are used in data communication system12

either to secure data or re-code periodic sequence of binary bits stream. However, it is13

necessary to have a descrambler block on the receiving side while using scrambling data in the14

transmitting end to have the actual input sequence on the receiving end. Scrambling and15

De-scrambling is an algorithm that converts an input string into a seemingly random string of16

the same length to avoid simultaneous bits in the long format of data. Scramblers have17

accomplish of uses in today’s data communication protocols. On the other hand, those18

methods that are theoretical proposed are not feasible in the modern digital design due to19

many reasons such as slower data rate, increasing information, circuit hazards, uncountable20

hold-up etc. Therefore it is requisite for the modern digital design to have modified21

architecture to meet the required goal. We will recommend here modified scrambler design22

which is perfectly suitable for any industrial design.23

24

Index terms— scrambler, descrambler, VHDL, and FPGA.25
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1 I. INTRODUCTION40

n telecommunications, a scrambler is a device that transposes or inverts signals or otherwise encodes a message41
at the transmitter to make the message unintelligible at a receiver not equipped with an appropriately set42
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descrambling device. while encryption usually refers to operations carried out in the digital domain, scrambling43
typically refers to operations carried out in the analog domain. Scrambling is consummate by the addition of44
components to the original signal or the changing of some important component of the original signal in order to45
make extraction of the original signal complex .To improve the degree of data security in a conventional Scrambler46
the number of stages of the shift register needs to be enhanced. This conversely increases error propagation. A47
uncomplicated method for ensuring security is to encrypt the data. The pseudonoise (PN) key generation is48
of paramount importance Author ? ?: Dept. of Electronics and Telecommunications Dept. of Electronics49
and Telecommunications P.R. Pote (Patil) college of Engineering and, Management, Amravati, India. e-mails:50
naina0689@gmail.com, gauri.borkhade@gmail.com for any secure communication system. PN sequences base on51
Linear Feedback Shift Registers (LFSR) and non linear combination based implementations are simplest to give52
moderate level of security. Chaos base encryption techniques have proved fruitful, but complexity of such systems53
is important. The complex system generated is used to scramble incoming plain text. At the receiving end, the54
same code be generated and successfully used to decrypt the transmitted data. The ease of the circuit along with55
the complexity of the generated codes makes the circuit striking for secure message communication applications.56

2 II. PROPOSED WORK57

The entire operation is proposed using Modelsim and Xilinx blocks goes through three phases. Descrambler is58
performed in order XOR the 8bit crypt word (D0-D7) character with the 8-bit output of the LFSR. An output59
of the LFSR is XOR with crypto word of the data to be processed. The LFSR and data register are then60
consecutively advanced and the output processing is repeated for D1 through D7.61

3 c) Overview of Scrambler and Descrambler62

In the transmitter, a pseudorandom cipher sequence is added (modulo 2) to the data (or control) sequence to63
produce a scrambled data (or control) sequence.64

In the receiver, the same pseudorandom cipher sequence is subtracted (modulo 2) from the scrambled data65
(or control) sequence to recover the transmitted data (or control) sequence, as illustrated in figure. A new66
modified scheme for complex PN-code based data scrambler and descrambler has been presented. A scrambler &67
descrambler accepts information in intelligible form and through intellectual transformation assure data quality68
with fastest rate without any error or dropping occurrence. We used our proposed and modified design in our69
present universal serial bus architecture. Moreover, this current design is very efficient, more securable, high70
speed, low power and lower area used & it has lots of scope to improved.71
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